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The Essentials

product (oil or gas) fluctuates on a daily basis;

Information and data management

an exaggerated impact if the supply and value

professionals talk a lot about “silos,”

chain is not optimized.

disconnected collections of content and data
that are spread across organizations and
operations. There may be no industry sector
where the proliferation of disconnected data
silos has run as rampant as oil & gas. Similarly,
we talk a lot about supply chains, and the oil &
gas industry runs many supply chains, at least
in traditional terms of sourcing raw materials
and taking those through production/
manufacturing, transportation, and storage to
the end customer.

sudden dramatic changes to the price have

Recently, these concerns have been thrown
into sharp focus due in part to the coronavirus
pandemic and algorithmic trading issues,
compounded by disputes between OPEC
and Russia that triggered yet another price
war in March 2020. This situation has led to
negative oil prices and a slew of bankruptcies.
Technology could not have resolved these
pandemic or geopolitical problems, but in this
report we argue that the building of a smarter
and more “joined-up” intelligent supply chain

Where oil & gas has struggled (as have other

could lessen the impact of future disruptions

industries) is in the areas of demand planning,

(such as a shift to cleaner energy sources),

sales forecasting, and working together across

increase efficiencies, lower operating costs,

silos to build an integrated and collaborative

and unlock the value of many hidden assets.

supply chain. Information that is known and
held in one location along the chain is neither
shared nor shareable with another link in
the chain. This is true of both upstream and
downstream operations. Evidence of this
can be seen in erratic responses to the wild
fluctuations of demand, price, and production
over the years. Indeed, the price of the
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Though information and data, from seismic
data to demand planning, have always been
critical to the industry, they are not always well
managed. Similarly, though the use of software
has advanced rapidly in some areas of the
industry – for example, the use of big data for
geological analysis has been cutting edge – in
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other operational areas, little has changed in
over 20 years. This report focuses on the state
of information management in the sector
and provides guidance on how improving the
way information is managed – driven in part by
increased regulatory pressures – could
impact the profitability and stability of the oil
& gas industry.

The Importance of
Information and Data
The oil & gas industry recognizes that
information and data are critical to its current,
past, and future operations. It generates

Such situations are common; this particular

vast amounts of information and data, has a

operation was not an exception.

tendency to never throw anything away, and
instead keeps and archives huge amounts of

One positive to be drawn from this example,

historic data. Yet it does not govern, manage,

and one that in our broader experience

collaborate with, or leverage those vast

is common across the industry, is that

resources effectively.

archiving of current and past data is usually
very thorough. We once advised a firm on

Information and data come in many forms and

a project to provide a practical roadmap to

locations, from rows and columns in a database

scan and capture paper-based drawings and

to machine-generated data from devices,

documents relating to Iranian oil fields created

drawings, and documents. As of today, all these

in the 1950s. The goal was to leverage that

different data sources are stored in separated

information promptly should the political

and unconnected silos. To give one example,

situation between Europe and Iran improve

in our past work in the industry we identified

such that non-Iranian companies could resume

over 10,000 data silos within one oil operation

exploration and production.

in the US. Data was stored in a large series of
Oracle databases and SharePoint instances

Still, the industry as a whole is such that

(among others). All of the information and data

on the one hand, data and information are

was considered critical to operations, though

deemed important, if not critical, while

with little ability to define what was critical

on the other hand, decades of growth

to which business operation. On the surface

and operational activity have spawned a

this particular operation appeared to manage

disconnected, unintentionally dysfunctional,

information and data well, but it rapidly

and costly situation. If we consider that

became clear that different data sources often

facilities are a single link in a supply chain,

contradicted one another. Many other silos had

and that further links in that chain stretching

not been accessed in years, and nobody could

beyond the facility to the end customer

be found who claimed ownership of them.

similarly manage data and information, the
scale of the problem becomes clear.
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“Joined Up” Thinking
Integrating hundreds of thousands of data silos

Figure 1

How to Prioritize Data

into one or several locations is not feasible,
nor would it be productive. Nor is there any
justification for information and data sources
to be so numerous and so fragmented. Just
as companies, departments, and workers

IDE NTIF Y

Identify data and information silos
with shared values and purpose

need to work in a more “joined up” manner,
so do information and data. In our work we
have found many examples of disconnected

SEPARATE

silos that would deliver much more value and

Classify and label information and
data of high value from redundant data

insight if they were merged or integrated. The
technology to integrate, federate, or migrate
these silos is readily available, as are the skills
INTEGRATE

to undertake this kind of work. What is typically
lacking is a vision, the motivation, or a strategy

Integrate the silos and
provide shared point of
access to utilize and analyze
the data

articulated into a business case. As the crisis in
the industry continues – and more disruption
is inevitable in the future – the need to more

labeling high-value information in each silo,

effectively manage information and data needs

you by default clean the data, lower storage

to be prioritized. Of course, knowing what

and processing costs, and provide a higher-

should be prioritized is a challenge in itself.

quality outcome from your data processing and

At a high level, a three-tiered approach can

analysis activities once integrated.

tackle this need: 1) identifying silos of value,

But using a “joined up” or “supply chain”

2) separating the valuable data and information

approach to thinking about information

contained in those silos from that which is

and data management goes beyond simply

redundant, duplicated, etc., and 3) integrating

reducing and cleaning up the contents of

the high-value silos into a common source

multiple silos. In practice, each silo has been

(see Figure 1).

created to meet the need of a particular job

This conceptual approach can form the
basis of any planning activities to deliver
more value from information and data silos.
What is important to note here is that not all
silos are of equal value, nor do they all share
commonalities.

role or operational function, for example
that of a reservoir engineer or a document
controller on a construction project. Before
creating any new silos, time should be taken
to review who else may be able to use the data
and information that will be stored in the silo.
What value could the analysis of that data,

The same goes for the information and data

now or in the future, bring to other operations

that resides in each silo. It is common to find

and functions? Similarly, one should consider

that 70-80% of the data and information

what other, currently remote, data sources

contained within a file system’s database is

would enrich a particular silo. Both forward and

of little to no value. The majority of data is

reverse thinking of the chain of relevance and

either duplicated, incorrect, outdated, or in

custody of information and data are important

some cases corrupted. By identifying and

to consider.
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Figure 2

Early planning avoids extra work and costs later on

No planning

With planning

Disconnected
Takes longer
Costs more

Connected
Time efficient
Cost effective
Maintenance
& Decommission

Maintenance
& Decommission

Commissioning

Commissioning

Design &
Construction
(Document
Control)

Design &
Construction
(Document
Control)

Two examples to illustrate this form of supply

of the new structure could be incorporated

chain thinking are document control and E&P

at the design phase, so that the same system

big data.

(silo) could in theory be used throughout the
lifecycle. This is seldom the case, though.

Document control
(information-centric)
When designing a new platform or facility, a
document control department is established
to identify, number, apply version control to,
distribute, and manage all the associated
documents and drawings. Typically, document
control departments will use specialized
software from the likes of OpenText, Jalios,
Veeva, Quorum, and Assai Software.

Usually the firm employed to design the new
construction hands over files to the firm(s)
employed to run the commissioning and other
phases, resulting in a lot of unnecessary work
to restructure and manage the situation in
these later stages. Simply considering the true
lifecycle of the information and related data
and applying formal governance procedures
early can eliminate a lot of future work, costs,
and potential challenges. Such challenges are
exacerbated further should assets change

Once the project is completed, these

hands via acquisition or merger. A small

documents and drawings are archived. New

amount of extra cost and planning early on can

systems are then established to manage the

reap major rewards down the line (see Figure 2).

commissioning activities of the platform or
facility, utilizing copies of final drawings and
documents. Similar systems are established
for maintenance and, ultimately, for
decommissioning activities. Many if not all of
the requirements for the later lifecycle stages
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To share knowledge and insights and to work
collaboratively with documents and drawings,
technologies from the likes of ABBYY, AWS
Textract, or Kofax could be utilized to scan
and intelligently extract content and context.
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Similarly, intelligent collaboration and
knowledge management tools such as Guru

Figure 3

The 5 Vs

or Microsoft Cortex could be used across
the industry. As of today, intelligent capture

Veracity

and advanced collaboration tools are seldom

Value

utilized, though firms such as AiKno are
starting to make inroads.

Volume

E&P big data
Well log analysts lead the work on new

Variety

Velocity

drillings and reworking older wells to increase
production. They access and use a range of
data silos, tools, and technologies to undertake
advanced data analysis. The amount of data
generated from any single exploration and
production (E&P) activity is immense, ranging
from seismic logs and survey data to real-time
machine generated measurements. That data
is generated by and lives within many different
technical systems, in many different formats
ranging from simple Excel spreadsheets
to Seismic Unix. But each well, each location,
keeps its own data and seldom shares its
analysis and insights with other locations.
The knowledge gained from the analysis
is specific to that location and that analyst or
team of analysts.

difficult to access but could enhance and
improve forecasting accuracy and production
efficiencies. What is not in question is that
E&P operations generate massive volumes of
data and that individual pockets (silos) of that
data are making use of advanced big data and
analytical technologies. What is in question is
whether a truly holistic and integrated view of
those data sources and their interconnections
and interdependencies has been truly taken
into account, though some isolated efforts are
now being made (see the “Light at the end of
the tunnel” section below).

Pulling data at the log level together will require
software such as Splunk, LogDNA, or ELK.
The data may undergo further processing

Where to Begin: The 5 Vs

and analysis through the use of business

In the world of big data, it is common to refer

intelligence, machine learning, or artificial

to the three Vs: volume, variety, and velocity.

intelligence.

In other words, how much data there is, what

Though some progress has been made over

kind of data it is, and how fast (or slowly) it is

the past decade through the use of “big data”

being generated. Less commonly, two more

techniques to better analyze, model, and utilize

Vs are added to the equation: veracity (how

this data, there is a long way to go before we

accurate, relevant, and trusted the data is) and

have truly intelligent and integrated E&P. The

value (whether the value of the data is worth

goal seems ever more unrealistic considering

the effort).

the massive increase in the production and

These 5 Vs are important factors to consider

availability of upstream application data

with any data, big or small, structured or

(both structured and unstructured) that is

unstructured (see Figure 3). To date, though,
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“volume” has been the V that carries the most

process, or application/s. That needs to change.

weight, a hangover from the early days of big

The industry as a whole needs to think and act

data where the maxim was “more data equals

more holistically across silos, activities, and

better data.” Today, with the advent of machine

processes, as well as upstream, downstream,

learning (ML) and AI tools for data analysis, that

and across streams.

maxim no longer holds true. What ML and AI
depend upon is “high-quality” data – data that is
verified, trusted, relevant, and accurate. Indeed,
80% of the work a data scientist undertakes on
an AI project is to gather, clean, and sort data
so that it has the “veracity” to be used. In other
words, a fundamental shift is underway in how
we gather and assess the value of data. Today
it’s less about “big” data and more about “good”
data, and making that shift in thinking is critical
to make progress. Being actively aware of the
interconnectedness and interdependence of
data sources across the spectrum is also essential
to deliver value. The 3 Vs of volume, variety, and
velocity remain important, but the focus moving
forward must be on veracity and value.

Information Governance

Vertically integrated organizations such as
Shell or BP are, in theory at least, in a position
to take such an approach internally as they
control many more elements in the chain than
an individual operator. But for true progress
to be made, industry-wide standards and
agreed objectives need to be devised and
applied. Again, some progress is being made
in this regard. For example, The International
Association of Oil & Gas Producers (IOGP)
has developed a range of standards such
as CFIHOS (Capital Facilities International
Handover Specification), a technical standard
that facilitates the handover of data from one
operator or contractor to another along the
supply chain. This is an excellent initiative, but a
somewhat lonely one, and much more needs to
be done by the industry as a whole.

To recognize data that has veracity and value,
compared to poor and low- or no-quality data,
information, data, and applications need
rigorous governing. Effective governance
provides a strategy, along with the practices and
processes that apply formal management to all
data and applications. This approach balances
risk versus value/reward. Again, though
data and information governance is much
discussed in the oil & gas sector, it is seldom
applied effectively. Where data and information
governance practices do exist, they are often
themselves siloed to a particular sub-activity,

Integration & Federation
With tens – if not hundreds – of thousands of
data silos, and by our estimate more than 8
ZB (1 zettabyte equals 1 billion terabytes) of oil
& gas data in the world, there is an argument
that any efforts to sort this out are doomed to
failure, even more so in a depressed market.
But approaches exist that could dramatically
improve at least some elements of the supply
chain quickly. CFIHOS (mentioned above)
shows that targeted approaches to specific

Today it’s less about “big” data and more about “good” data, and
making that shift in thinking is critical to make progress. Being
actively aware of the interconnectedness and interdependence of
data sources across the spectrum is also essential to deliver value.
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data problems are possible. But ultimately it
all comes down to two things: a strategy, and
the technology to implement the strategy. Any

Figure 4

What to do with disconnected
data information silos

strategy needs to embrace the reality that
the oil & gas sector is not going to reduce the
amount of data it generates, and accept the
fact that more data, regardless of economic
conditions, will be generated in the future.
Good governance practices can throttle the
rapid expansion of unnecessary data silos and
identify and prioritize good data over bad. Even

Leave the silo as it is

so, multiple and currently disconnected silos

Close the silo down

will always be a mainstay of the industry.

Migrate the contents of the silo to

Five options exist for dealing with disconnected

another location

data and information silos (see Figure 4).

Federate the silo with other silos

Leave the silo as it is

Integrate the silo with other silos

Some databases or file stores have no value
beyond their current value (if any). They serve
a targeted purpose, and sharing them with
others would not be worth the time or effort. As

then it would be worth your while to look for

of today, most silos in oil & gas are considered

it, and if you find it to put it where it can be

freestanding and not worth the effort to

leveraged effectively. The facility mentioned

address. In our experience and analysis, this

could have operated equally well, if not more

viewpoint is incorrect; most, though certainly

effectively and at considerably lower cost,

not all, databases and file stores provide

with only a small fraction of the 10,000 silos

considerably more value when merged with

it had created. Reducing the number of silos

other sources of data and information.

by closing down and removing unnecessary

Close the silo down
In our earlier example of a facility with over

ones is an important task.
Migrate

10,000 data silos, no logic supports that

An alternative to simply shutting a silo

continued growth. Even a cursory analysis of

down is migrating its contents to another

many silos shows that they hold duplicate,

location. This could mean moving the

redundant, or incorrect data. Such silos should

content to a newer system that is easier and

not be archived, migrated, or integrated with

cheaper to use, or simply combining two or

other systems; they should be clearly identified

more silos into one. Migration of data and

and eliminated. In the oil & gas sector, there

files (information) has long been seen as

is a near visceral dislike of getting rid of data.

expensive, risky, and complex, but over the

The ethos runs along the lines of “but there

past decade many migration applications

may be something of value in there.” If there is,

have come to market that automate and
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simplify this process. Indeed, data migration
tools come as standard with many cloud
platforms, such as Azure and Amazon AWS.
File migration tools, on the other hand, are
plentiful and come from specialist vendors
such as Tervela or SkySync. Migration is a
solid path to follow to reduce and bring order
to silo sprawl and should be a part of any
transformation strategy.
Federate
Federation is the process of linking together
separate silos to be able to manage and access
them from a centralized location. For example,
multiple SharePoint instances can be federated
to centralize the administration of those silos
and to search across them from a single point.
Federation can be a useful approach, but
caution is advised as each silo may have unique
characteristics and normalizing these into a
single operating unit can be tricky.
Integrate

Moving to Intelligent Data
Moving forward, one of the biggest challenges
of silo sprawl is the inability to analyze and
to make sense of the silos’ contents. The use
of business intelligence (BI) tools in oil & gas
has been widespread over the past couple
of decades to bring some order, reporting,

Integration is the process of connecting a silo
with another business application, for example
Salesforce or an ERP system. This is done via
the use of application programming interfaces

and insight into all the data generated. But BI
alone is of limited value as it can only provide
information based on past events for humans
to potentially act upon in the future.

(APIs) and is a semi-permanent method of

The technology exists today to make much

making two into a single whole. Many business

more use of these data stores and intelligently

applications have pre-configured integrations

automate many currently manual, costly, and

with common silos and with other business

slow activities. Though not a replacement for

applications. Integration takes work, even with

BI, the use of machine learning and artificial

pre-configured connection points, but is often

intelligence is now common in other sectors

worth the effort.

such as financial services and healthcare, but
it has been much slower to gain traction in oil
& gas. The reason its use has grown so rapidly
in other sectors is that they have taken steps

The use of business intelligence (BI) tools in oil & gas has been
widespread over the past couple of decades... But BI alone is of limited
value as it can only provide information based on past events for
humans to potentially act upon in the future.
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reluctance to learn lessons from other industry

The Way Forward: Digital
Oil Fields and Intelligent
Supply Chains

sectors.

The oil & gas industry has long talked about

The flip side to the delay in embracing AI is that

the goal of developing “digital oil fields,” a

many lessons have been learned elsewhere

term first introduced around 2000. The idea

that can be applied rapidly and effectively in oil

was (and remains) to leverage IT wherever

& gas. But it will not be easy. For AI to be used

possible to maximize production and improve

successfully in oil & gas requires a number

decision-making and investment returns.

of steps. The first is to move from a situation

Limited progress has been made to date,

where data is static to one where that data

partly because the concept of automating

is machine readable. Early work in the North

oil field activities was broader and more

Sea oil sector has shown that this first step

ambitious than the technologies could deliver

is surprisingly straightforward to do. There,

a decade or more ago. Technology, both

thousands of wells worth of data were cleaned

hardware and software, has moved forward

and sorted via the use of machine learning

dramatically since then. AI is now advanced,

tools and made available to data scientists to

tested, and readily available, cloud computing

derive new and, in many cases, unexpected

is commonplace, and workflow and process

insights.

automation technologies are being superseded

to mine, automate, and leverage their equally
large data assets, whereas oil & gas has been
slow to do so, in large part due to its historic

by Intelligent Process Automation tools. The
To use an analogy, the thousands of data

concept of the “digital oil field” was sound, and

silos that exist in the oil & gas sector are,

the technology is now available to deliver on

each in turn, essentially locations waiting to

that promise. However, we would go further

be mined for information gold. The value of

and say that the goal should be to develop

that information gold may be greater than the

intelligent supply chains that incorporate digital

current industry itself, yet today it lies largely

oil fields as components of the larger chain

untouched in static archives.

from production to consumption.

Light at the end of the tunnel
This report paints a negative picture of the oil &
gas sector and its challenges with information
and data management. But there is light
at the end of the tunnel. Examples exist of
organizations working hard to address many of
these issues, and these examples can be built
upon more broadly moving forward.

However, we would go further and say that the goal should be to
develop intelligent supply chains that incorporate digital oil fields as
components of the larger chain from production to consumption.
Deep Analysis
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Also in 2019, the UK Hub launched as a central
location to capture, standardize, store, and
make accessible data and documents relating
to equipment. In other words, the Hub is
an attempt to transform asset equipment
information management. What’s important
to note is that the Hub is jointly run and
funded by many different organizations; it is a
collaborative effort by the UK oil & gas sector.
Good examples are found in the UK and France:
UK Oil & Gas Data Hub

Total’s Digital Factory
In early 2020, French oil and gas major Total

In mid-2019, the UK Oil and Gas Authority

launched its Digital Factory in Paris – an

(OGA) released a data set containing 130 TB of

initiative to leverage AI, IoT, and 5G in the

oil and gas data with the following goal:

industry. The project has a growing team of

“….provide insight into the evolution and future
potential of exploration and production (E&P)
on the UK Continental Shelf (UKCS) through
interpretation of public well, geophysical, field,
and infrastructure data – spanning from the
birth of the North Sea as a petroleum province
to the present….”

over 200 developers, data scientists, and
others who will work in conjunction with the
firm’s business units to build next-generation
tech solutions for the company. The goal is to
develop AI systems to reduce headcount and
lower operating costs, according to Total. The
initial focus is to make better use of geological
and sub-surface data. While very early days,

This initiative is all about data-sharing across

Digital Factory is a step in the right direction,

the supply chain. The data set can be used by

and our hope is that a focus on more holistic

both operators and non-operators for ML/AI

and broader end-to-end supply chain research

analysis and training sets. But more broadly,

will emerge as work gets underway in Paris.

the goal is to encourage broader sharing of
data and insights across the industry.

But the reality is that the oil & gas sector will continue to transform
over time, billions will be spent, and fluctuating oil prices and
a reimagined marketplace post-pandemic will spur further change
and innovation.
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Call to Action

unified data models, standards, and platforms

Digitally transforming the oil & gas sector is

into a shared environment to analyze and

going to take decades, and the concept of an

automate. Then more future projects will be

intelligent supply chain that we propose in this

data driven, sharing common data models

report is, on the surface, grandly ambitious.

across an intelligent supply chain. The problem

But the reality is that the oil & gas sector

of silos will never go away; indeed, as more

will continue to transform over time, billions

embedded Internet of Things (IoT) devices and

will be spent, and fluctuating oil prices and

sensors come into play the number of silos

a reimagined marketplace post-pandemic

will likely increase further. But those silos can

will spur further change and innovation. It’s

be governed much better than they are today,

important to avoid repeating past mistakes.

eliminating the wheat from the chaff, migrating,

Technology has advanced rapidly over the past

federating, and where necessary closing silos

decade and is being embraced wholeheartedly

that deliver little or no value. The mining of

in other industry sectors. There is an

those silos can be automated more creatively

opportunity to learn from other industries

and more effectively than ever before.

that are able to pull information and data

and to leverage new technologies from AI to
blockchain and beyond to improve and reinvent

In fact, it’s possible to go further than this and

the oil & gas sector. The technology is available

incorporate accurate demand forecasts into

and there is a greater willingness to change,

the production and inventory models. The data

but there is, as of today, no overarching and

exists to do that today, but it is not effectively

unified strategy.

utilized. Ultimately, large and small companies
in the oil and gas supply chain need to move

Today, at a micro level, engineers clamor to get

toward data-driven decision-making. They

access to a data sheet or drawing; engineers

need to address the simple fact that critical

think in terms of a piece of equipment, but the

information across the supply chain is not

information assets (in a P&ID for example) are

visible, nor is it accessible by those who need it.

not tagged to meet their needs. To get simple

This is not simply an IT problem; it is a problem

maintenance tasks done, workers have to

that has been driven by a lack of coordination

navigate and swim between multiple silos of

and collaboration between all the entities in

data and information. At a macro level, demand

the supply chain. The data issues are solvable,

fluctuations must be able to be pre-empted as

though there is much to be done there. The

well as linked dynamically to supply responses.

cultural challenges of hoarding but not sharing

Again, it should be noted that the data exists

information, distrust between parties, and an

to do this today, as does the technology to

unwillingness to learn lessons from outside the

analyze and automate those activities.

industry will be tougher issues to solve.

From an IT perspective, what’s needed is
to separate data from the applications it is
created or stored within and to build more
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